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Chapter 20
Experimental Aircraft Association
San Carlos, CA.
EAA MISSION & VISION

620 Skyway 94070
www.eaa20.com

Grow Participation
It's about passion, camaraderie, that ol' can-do spirit, and a grassroots way of
sharing our love of aviation with others. EAA works tirelessly to grow participation
in aviation and build our next generation of aspiring aviators.

Meetings 7:00 PM 2nd Tues each month
Next Meeting: BBQ Aug 20 (after YE)

Hi
Everyone!

June 2019
Newsletter

Meeting location:
Hiller Museum, 601 Skyway Rd.
San Carlos, CA 94070

First of all, the July meeting and the
following Young Eagles day are
cancelled for July (as usual) because:

A few reason to visit Oshkosh on its 50th Anniversary:
1--Visit the Innovation Center
2--Ride in the "new" B-25. Or Ford Tri-Motor
3--See the F35 A, B and C. What is the difference?
4--See Julie Clark's final aerobatic performance
5--Visit four giant hangars full of aviation goodies
6--ADS-B is due in 6 months. Visit the vendors!
7--See The Fray in concert on Monday evening
8--Eat an OSH special: bratwurst, sauerkraut and frozen custard (don't
forget the cheese curds)
9--Visit the South 40 with its new showers
10--It's 50 years in Oshkosh for EAA, and the 50th anniversary of the 747
11--And more: https://www.eaa.org/airventure/features-andattractions/airventure-highlight

More Prez Sez on next page

Chapter President
Oliver Coolidge
650 464 9294
olivercoolidge@gmail
.com

Chapter VP

Chapter Secretary
Sandra Kwan

Don Cooper
(650) 815-6704
thermaldon@gmail.com sandra.w.kwan@gmail.com
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In other news:
1. We had a fascinating talk on formation flying, given by Colin Aro, one of the
"Beech Boys“ formation flying group.
2. Elizabeth and I gave a presentation to San Carlos Flight Center on "Fly for Young
Eagles". Dan Dyer and Herb Patten joined us the next Saturday and experienced
the joy of seeing youngsters take their first flight. We want to thank San Carlos
Flight Center for giving us the opportunity to share our experiences
3. The RV-12 has three new members, including a seat purchased by the Hartman
family as a tribute to their dad. See details below
4. The Rans continues to fly about ten hours per month. Yay! But Sam cautions: “It
flies like a kite, so is not very much fun when it's windy."
5. Thanks Curt T. for picking up the pizza! Good luck with the SeaRey project, which
will be delivered very soon! The Feet Wet Flying Club is still looking for a couple of
members.
6. Thanks Jack for an incredible job on the newsletter. Take next month off!
7. We will hold a barbecue in August on the 17th, our usual Young Eagle day. Who
will volunteer to help?
8. Jack Meadow is our Ray Aviation Scholarship recipient--Congratulations Jack! He
plans to start flying by September.
9. Welcome Sasha & Peter, and Annabelle & Julian See you there, or

around the patch,

https://www.eaa.org/en/airventure
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MAY MEETING REPORT
Chapter Gathering Overview
•Pre-Gathering Social Time (6:30 – 7:00
PM)
Costco Pizzas were enjoyed by all
•Agenda and Calendar of events review
(7:00 – 7:30 PM)
• Oliver summarized:
• RV-12 progress and 3 new club
members
• RANS flights
• August BBQ right after Young
Eagles
• Congratulations to Ray
Scholarship winner Jack
Meadow who will begin training
in September
• Welcome to several guests
• No meeting or Young Eagles in
July
• Curt Nehring introduced the guest
speaker Colin Aro, a member of the
Beach Boys Formation Flying club

Formation Flying
Briefing Outline
•

License?
§ No rating for formation flying
§ Standards and proficiency program

§ FFI credentials - not merit badges
•

Training Resources
§ Darton Video: “Formation Flying: The
Art”
§ Formation Flying clinics

•

Lead’s Responsibilities
§ Nav/keeping clear of other aircraft

•

Wing’s Responsibilities

§ maintain proper position at all times
(“show” quality)
•

Proper Position
§ 45degrees
§ Front wheels should look aligned

•

Wingman Control Inputs
§ Rudder > Aileron

•

Lead Signals

§ Fishtail: wingman to the side
§ Porpoise
§ Wing rock: go back to fingertip
Guest Speaker
Colin Aro

•

Wingman Comms
§ “2”
§ “Lead, you’re on fire!”
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EAA20 CHAPTER YOUNG EAGLES REPORT
June 15th , 2019

Report by
Elizabeth
Dougherty

Record pilot turnout: Thanks to the year’s highest pilot
turnout and extra support from San Carlos Flight Center
(SCFC), we flew 25 kids and a total of 11 flights. Trent
Sandberg, Reinhardt Quelle, Bob Leuten, Oliver, and Chris
Rimes all flew, and we welcomed two new Young Eagles
pilots: SCFC Chief Pilot Dan Dyer and Assistant Chief Pilot
Herb Patten. Plus Nicholas Blanck was on hand for backup.

Ground crew and ops: Thank you also to the safety
escorts and registration volunteers who made the event
go so smoothly: Sandra Kwan, Daniel and Noemi
Ordonez, Obed Han, Michael Chang, and James Gay.
Invite kids to Young Eagles Thank you to everyone who helped promote the June
event, for example, by sharing the event on Facebook. Young Eagles’ success depends
on members spreading the word. It’s tricky. If we were to actively market “free flights,”
we’d likely have to turn kids away because we wouldn't have enough pilots. But it’s also
disheartening to have pilots ready to fly and no kids. (We could have easily flown more
kids in May. Only 12 came.) Your word of mouth helps maintain this balance.
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EAA20 CHAPTER YOUNG EAGLES REPORT
June 15, 2019
Watch the SCFC Seminar: Oliver and I gave a seminar at SCFC about
Young Eagles, which was streamed live to club members. We will post a
copy of the video to the Chapter 20 website.

Discount plane rentals: Dan asked
us to remind pilots that SCFC offers
a discount on plane rentals for
philanthropic flights, including Young
Eagles events.
SJC tower tour: To help foster the
Young Eagles who are especially
passionate about aviation, we’ve
organized a tour of the San Jose
airport tower, which will take place
Sunday July 14 at 1:30 pm. If you’d
like to chaperone or know a student
who would like to attend, please
contact
me
directly
(paloaltoeditor@gmail.com).
—Elizabeth Dougherty
EAA Chap 20 June 2019
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Young Eagle News

Note: We have a NEW online Sign up to volunteer:
To help with planning, we’ve created an online sign-up sheet
at http://bit.ly/volunteerforYE for pilots, registration volunteers, and ground
support. By having an idea of how many Chapter 20 members plan to participate
months (instead of days) in advance, we’ll be able to accommodate more groups
that want to come. Please consider signing up for August 17, September 21,
October 19, or November 16 (third Saturday of the month from 10 am to noon).
No event in July (Oshkosh) or December (holidays).

Come spread the word:
EAA Chap 20 June 2019
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Update as of June 17, 2019

Our Young Aviator build program received a major boost in June when Flying 12
Club, which is buying the Van’s RV-12, said it now has 8 paid members, with funds
to purchase the avionics and increase the build pace. They will be ordered by the
end of June with delivery 6-8 weeks later.
With only two memberships in Flying 12 still available, be sure to let anyone you
know that time is running out on being part of the best flying deal in California. We
expect our brand new plane to be in the air in the October-November time frame
with a modern glass avionics, autopilot, ADS-B.........
“RV-12 looking like a
real airplane”.

Stop by build sessions Saturdays 9 AM to Noon and
Mondays 4 - 8 PM. Occasionally home made ice cream or
grilled hot dogs are served to our hard working builders.
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Flying 12 Club added two new members and now has 5 committed. Only 5 slots
remain for new applicants. Club members are flying the Rans Coyote while the
RV-12 is being built. This is a terrific way for anyone who wants to build an
airplane to have one to fly NOW instead of having to wait 2+ years while
building. If you know of someone with a hidden desire to build, pass the word
that EAA Chapter 20 and Flying 12 Club have the most economic and fun filled
way to fulfill such a dream.
Call or email Bill Warner for a full briefing –
650/333-8701; billwmenlo@aol.com

The Club has added the newly acquired RANS COYOTE for flying adventures by our members
soon and well before the RV-12 is completed
EAA Chap 20 June 2019
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ON THE HORIZON…
Here is what is happening at EAA
20 during the next few months:

EAA20 Young Eagles Monthly Event
10:00am - 12:00pm --3rd Saturday Each Month
Next – No Jul event(Air Ven), Aug 20th , Sep 21st , Oct 19th
EAA Chapter 20 participates in the Young Eagles
program, which offers free flights to anyone between 8 and 17
years old. See the Young Eagles page on (eaa20.org) for more
information. Young Eagles flies on the third Saturday of every
month, from 10am-12pm

Chapter 20 Monthly Meetings
7:00pm - 8:30pm 2nd Tuesday of every Month
No July Mtg(AirVen), BBQ Aug 20th after YE, Sep 10th
Hiller Aviation Museum, San Carlos Airport, 601 Skyway Rd
We are…
-A community of passionate aviation
enthusiasts that promotes and supports
recreational flying.
Our vision…
-A vibrant and growing aviation community.
Our mission…
-To grow participation in aviation by
promoting the “Spirit of Aviation.”

We serve the community by:
•Inspiring new participants in aviation
•Inviting the public to experience flight
•Providing a compelling view of possibilities
•Nurturing interest in aviation
•Supporting clear pathways to participation
•Enriching the participation experience
•Protecting rights and the freedom to fly
•Encouraging affordable knowledge, information, and
resources
•Embracing diverse interests, camaraderie, and fun
•Supporting and promoting aviation events and activities

RV-12
EAA Chap 20 June 2019
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EAA Innovation Committee
June Meeting Follow Up Notes

The notes on these 2 pages are provided as
they describe major events and contributors
to the 2019 Air Venture Gathering at Oshkosh

Exhibitors in the Innovation and UAM Showcase
Innovation Showcase
Urban Air Mobility Showcase
AeroMobil
AC Corporation
Assen Aero
Aeroxo
Athena Aero Corp.
Aithre
AutoFlightX
Brayfoil Tech
Beta Technologies
CloudFlyt, Inc.
BLADE
DarkAero
EHANG
DragonAir
Lift Aircraft
Eagle Cap Software
TransportUP
VerdeGo Aero
EAA Solidworks University
EFX Applied Technology, Inc.
Epic Optix
FanFlyer Inc.
Feel Flight
FlyOnSpeed.org
GE Aviation
Horten Aircraft (Lift Air)
MakerPlane
Marketing Plan for IS/UAMS
Opener
The Exponential Engine Did our first ever new exhibitors webinar on 5/29/19 so our Showcase and new
exhibitors are better prepared for the event than in years past. (50+ companies
Trek Aerospace
attended)
ZEVA
•
Ran banner ads in June and July on Kitplanes website promoting Innovation
Statics on displays in AGPand UAM Showcase
•
Created a 2-page spread about all things Innovation at AirVenture that will
Opener Blackfly- The Opener BlackFly is a single-seat, amphibious, electric-powered VTOL ultralight
be in the July Issue of Sport Aviation
aircraft that doesn’t require a pilot’s license to fly. Opener wants to finally make flying cars a reality
•
Have a Visitor and Camper’s Guide Ad promoting Innovation and UAM
with the Blackfly which is meant to be sold as a personal aerial vehicle. This aircraft will be on display in
Showcase
the Aviation Gateway Park courtyard during the week of AirVenture.
•
Created an Innovation and UAM brochure to be available in both
showcases this year
Executive Roundtables
Lindbergh
at Aviation
Gateway
• and
Multiple
articlesSymposium
going on in eHotline
now until
the show Park
speaking to the
Innovations at AirVenture. (Already have had two articles go out in the last
(AGP)
weeks)
UAM Executive Roundtable-UAMweek
eVTOL
Airframers and Manufacturers – The Future of Urban
•
Digital
marketing
using geofencing during the event
Aviation TransportParticipants: Kelly Richardson- NATCA, Starr Ginn-NASA, Brandon Keene-BLADE, Nikhil Goel-Uber and
Earl of
Lawrence-FAA
List
events during AirVenture

Breakfast with Innovators
for VIPs and Media
7/22 7:15 am-8:30 am
AGP- Forums
Date: Tuesday,
July 23rdAviation Symposium
Lindbergh
Foundation
7/23 9:30 am-12:00 pm
AGP- Forums
Time:
1:00
pm
UAM Executive Roundtable- Airframes & Mfgs
7/23 1:00 pm- 2:00 pm
AGP- Forums
UAM Executive Roundtable- Policies & Regs
7/23 2:00 pm- 3:00 pm
AGP- Forums
Location: Aviation Gateway Park Forum Tent, northwest of the FAA tower on James Ray Blvd.
Founder’s Innovation Prize
7/23 7:00 pm-10:00 pm
TITW
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Executive Roundtables and Lindbergh Symposium at Aviation Gateway Park (AGP)
UAM Executive Roundtable-UAM eVTOL Airframers and Manufacturers – The Future of Urban Aviation
TransportParticipants: Kelly Richardson- NATCA, Starr Ginn-NASA, Brandon Keene-BLADE, Nikhil Goel-Uber and
Earl Lawrence-FAA
Date: Tuesday, July 23rd
Time: 1:00 pm
Location: Aviation Gateway Park Forum Tent, northwest of the FAA tower on James Ray Blvd.
This one hour panel discussion moderated by EAA and TransportUP, will discuss various topics related to
the development, design, and manufacturing of urban air mobility aircraft with leaders of companies in the
development of the UAM aircraft market.
EAA members and AirVenture attendees have expressed a strong interest in learning about innovations in
this area. They welcome the opportunity to hear what industry leaders are considering in the approach to
eVTOL aircraft design as it relates to future fleets for urban air transport around the world.
The one-hour session will be held on Tuesday, July 23rd from 1:00 – 2:00 p.m. during AirVenture Oshkosh at
the Forum tent in Aviation Gateway Park. As part of EAA's Innovation Day, this forum will cover several
topics such as:
Airframe Design, Certification Processes, Battery Technology, Vehicle Efficiency, Performance and
Reliability, Safety, Costs, Pilot Training, Hybrid Systems, Avionics, Autonomous Systems, Consumer
Confidence, Emissions/Noise
UAM Executive Roundtable- UAM Policies and Regulations- Shaping regulatory
environments, airspace and network infrastructuresParticipants: Stephane Fymat-Honeywell, Derrick Xiong-EHANG, Craig Nehrkorn-Lift Aircraft
and Remo Gerber-Lilium
Date: July 23rd
Time: 2:00 pm
Location: Aviation Gateway Park Forum Tent, northwest of the FAA tower on James Ray Blvd.
This one hour panel discussion moderated by EAA and TransportUP, will discuss various topics
with industry executives related to the regulatory environment, national airspace system and
infrastructure build-outs that will be necessary for UAM operations to be successful.
EAA members and AirVenture attendees have expressed a strong interest in learning about
innovations in this area. They welcome the opportunity to hear what industry leaders are
considering in the approach to eVTOL operations in the national airspace system, public
acceptance, regulations, training and safety.
The one-hour session will be held on Tuesday, July 23rd from 2:00 – 3:00 p.m. during AirVenture
Oshkosh at the Forum tent in Aviation Gateway Park. As part of EAA's Innovation Day, this
forum will cover several topics such as:
Legal Barriers, NAS Integration and/or Separation, Regulatory Barriers; Federal, State, Local,
Gaps and Paths to Certification, Training and Knowledge Requirements, System
Redundancies and Failures, FAA UAS Integration Pilot Program, Air Taxi +. Air Ambulance +
Airport Shuttle + Air Cargo, Societal Acceptance of Manned vs. Autonomous UAMs, Privacy
and Noise, Vertiports, Weather/IFR/VFR, General Safety
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Six reasons to attend the EAA292 Fly-in and
STOL Expo including Van’s homecoming on
August 17-19
1.Saturday forums featuring Dick VanGrunsven’s, the building and flight of the Airco DH-2 replica, a
humorous perspective of flying into Burning Man and other aviation topics.
2.Saturday banquet keynote presentation by Tracy Drain, the NASA Deputy Project Systems engineer
for Psyche, a mission to the metallic asteroid 16 Psyche set to launch in 2022.
3.Sunday morning STOL Expo, the largest STOL event in the North West
4.Free housing in private airpark homes
5.A chance to see the recreated FMX-4 Facetmobile, the Airco DH-2 replica, the JabirWatt electric
propulsion test-bed and other unique aircraft.
6.Good food, great comradery and interesting aviation thinks to see and do.
Our sponsors for these events are Van’s, Lightspeed and CubCrafters.
More details are posted on our web site www.EAA292.org as they develop. Registration now open.

David G. Ullman
EAA 292, Trustee
Fly-in Chairman
www.eaa292.org
david@davidullman.com
541-760-2338
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Cool Under Pressure
The windshield of the Boeing 747-400 was opaque as the giant plane turned
westward through the heavy fog over the south end of San Francisco Bay. The flight
crew was busy with pre-landing checklists as the autopilot steered the aircraft toward
the electronic beam that would guide it straight in to its landing spot at San Francisco
International Airport.
The Final Controller cleared the huge Boeing 747-400 to turn onto its final
approach course for runway 28 right: “Turn to heading two six zero. Cleared for ILS
approach 28 Right.” The Captain acknowledged the clearance by repeating the
command word for word back to the controller, and adding “leaving 4000 for final
descent”. With his eyes still scanning the attitude indicator, ILS course and glide slope
indicators, airspeed, altimeter, rate of descent, and engine instruments, he spoke the
words magic to any co-pilot; “Go ahead and take it all the way in yourself”.
Larry shifted back into his seat so that his back was straight up and down, at the
same time leaning slightly forward toward the controls. His adrenalin surged as his
brain moved from his state of simple observation to a mode of direct and responsible
action. His right hand moved to the yoke, thumb poised atop the transmitter button.
His left arm shifted its hand to hover lightly around the throttle controls. “I have the
airplane” he said over the hot mike - those critical and precise words that signified his
assumption of control of that huge machine. On hearing those words, the Captain
released his own body and mind from the flying to the monitoring mode.
“You’re high” said the Captain into the mike boom perched lightly against his
lips. Larry’s left hand reacted by reducing throttle and lowering the nose slightly to
increase descent. As the nose dropped almost imperceptibly, airspeed began to
build, causing the Captain to say “You’re fast”. Larry raised the nose to reduce
airspeed. “Get the airplane stabilized” came over his headset – meaning he was still
not precisely following the electronic path to the runway. This time Larry lowered the
nose and decreased thrust simultaneously. The glide slope needle was moving above
centerline. “You’re low” the Captain said even as Larry was already putting rear
pressure on the yoke and increasing power with throttles. “Are you going to report
reaching Final Approach fix?” the Captain asked.
Larry was making power and attitude adjustments as he transmitted, “San
Francisco Tower, United 872 was Dumbo inbound at 06 for 28 right approach”. “You’re
high again” the Captain said simultaneously with the tower operator saying “United 872
is cleared to land runway 28 right, report field in sight”. Larry glanced at his approach
chart laying on his lap to note the minimum altitude for the approach, while
simultaneously trying to reduce RPM with his left hand and lower the nose with his right
– then shifting his eyes quickly across the altimeter to calculate how much further he
could descend before declaring a missed approach. He thought: “My God, I don’t
recall the missed approach procedure and can’t take time to look it up. If we don’t
break out, I’ll have to execute the missed approach without the chart!” It’s a good thing
that he was so busy flying the big plane less he panic about not being prepared.
EAA Chap 20 June 2019
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Cool Under Pressure (cont)

“You’re still high and fast” said the Captain, adding quickly, “I have the field in
sight”. “You’re still high and fast – and you need to report field in sight” the Captain said
as the high intensity runway approach lights came into view. With that, Larry moved his
eyes from the ILS course and glide slope needles to the runway environment ahead.
Another “Still high and fast” from the Captain confirmed what Larry’s view had already
told him. He was flying visually now and could tell indeed that he needed to slow down
and descend at the same time and do it fast. He had to throttle back more than normal
in order to lose altitude without gaining speed. Now he ignored all the navigation
instruments and limited his eye movement to between the runway, airspeed indicator,
and altimeter while using both hands to coordinate his descent. “You’re still high and
fast” Larry’s own mind said as he continued to try to adjust. He raised the speed brakes
to help slow the aircraft down. The Captain was silent.
Larry finally reported the field in sight while simultaneously making too large a
rearward correction with the yoke. The huge plane ballooned slightly as it passed the
runway threshold. Larry pulled back hard on the throttles causing the whine of the
powerful engines to change from power to idle mode. He was behind the airplane and
he knew it as he lowered the nose once again to get down to the runway – exactly not
the way one wants to do it. The Captain remained silent with his hands in his lap. As
the nose came up again and RPM slowed, the wings lost their lift and allowed the
aircraft to sink the last few feet to the concrete runway quickly – and the main gear
thudded against the surface, jarring the entire plane with shock and noise. Larry
continued to hold his breathing as he released his back pressure on the yoke, moved
the throttles to reverse thrust position, and tightened his leg muscles hard to push
against the toe brakes with as much pressure as he could. The Captain said nothing
following his grunt when they slammed onto the runway.
They had touched down at mid-runway and Larry had to work hard to manually
slow the huge beast as it rushed toward the runway overrun area. God only knows how
much he wanted to stop that thing before it rolled onto the overrun safety area. Finally
the reverse thrusters and braking action overcame the momentum of the aircraft – and it
quickly came to a lurching stop just short of the overrun without incident, except that 255
people probably had their upper torsos jerked forward for a moment or two.
As Larry turned the 747-400 onto the left taxiway and requested a clearance to
his gate, he finally realized that his breathing had turned into a series of heavy sighs.
The Captain said, “You know, this is neat! I’ve never seen this part of the airport before”.
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•Pilot supply shop
•Transportation
services
•Taxi and limousine
•All based at San
Carlos Airport

620 Airport Dr. # 9 • San Carlos CA 94070
ph. 650-592-2322 • sqlaviation.com

“A little bit of everything you need".
•Complete Pilot Supplies:
•Current AFDS, IFR Plates, Enroute, Sectionals, and more
•Electronics
•Periodicals and literature
•Models and gifts
•Souvenirs
•ATM Machine, Snacks
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HELP!
We are a vibrant and exciting EAA chapter. Our
membership includes an incredible set of aviation related
experiences in life.
Share your story – or any story
that you may want to share with
our EAA20 community.
OR
•Items for sale or free
•Activities or charities in which you are looking for support
•Articles about flying or life experiences
•Profiles of special people
•Causes that you are promoting or are passionate about

OR
•Most anything you think our members would like to know
about.
Standing by for your help
Jack Baumgarten
jackbaumgarten@sbcglobal.net
650 218 2225 cell
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